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October 12th to December 31st 2021 – KEY TAKEAWAYS

The NHL FUND recorded a return for the period October 12th through
to December 31st 2021 of +2.80%. During this period we traded only
180 matches.

For the period of this report the return by the benchmark indices were
DJIA (+3.17%), NASDAQ100 (+6.11%) and HFRX Global Hedge Fund
Index (+0.06% ).

The strategy of the Fund was to trade lightly through the months of
October and November as we concurrently collected and analysed new
season data. With the impact of Covid and the cancellation of games
during December, plus the Christmas break, we chose to extend this
strategy through to year end. As a result of our strategy, Fund trading
turnover was less than 30% of what we expect in the coming months.
We have collected enough data and completed our trending analysis on
the first third of the season. Subsequently from January through May
we can expect a significant increase in games traded and investment
size.

For the period under review the market strike rate was 63%, higher
than the long term average. The model strike rate for the period was
commensurate with our long term average at 62%.

The development over summer of an adaptive staking model has meant
that our trading strategy has been able to adjust in real time to the
strength of the market. Subsequently, despite the market performing
strongly, we have been able to isolate “riskier” trades and consequently
avoid them.

Complimenting our adaptive staking model has been the
implementation of in-play trading strategies. Over 25% of trades made
during the period were either partially or fully hedged. These strategies
will continue to be employed and offer downside protection for the
Fund.

The period in review
For the period October 12th through
December 31st 2021, we generated
a gross return of +2.80%.

For the period reviewed we have
traded Moneyline markets only.

For the period we traded only 38%
of matches, lower than can be
anticipated over the course of the
season. The reduced trading activity
was by design, a result of a
circumspect start to the season, as
well as a loss of a number of
matches through December owing
to the continuation of the Covid
virus.

Furthermore, stake size was reduced
by over half for this period as we
eased into the season.

As we move forward through
January and beyond, we will
increase trade frequency and
investment size. This augurs well for
the Fund.



The period in review
For the period October 12th through to December 31st 2021, we
have generated a gross return of +2.80%. Given the reduced
trading activity, both in terms of total games traded and turnover
(see more below) we are pleased with the start to the season.

Given the strategy employed through the opening stanza of the
season, the return of the Fund compares favourably against our
benchmark indices, as shown in Table 1 below.

Result Summary
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To date, the adaptive staking model has worked well as despite
the market strike rate being high at 63%, we have managed to
squeak out a solid start to the season even with significantly
reduced trading activity and turnover. As we step up the trading
to include more matches, with larger investments the adaptive
staking model performance will continue to be critical.

Trade Types
Another summer project that has been implemented during the
early part of the season, and will continue to feature over the
remaining 1000 games, has been the incorporation of high level
data regarding a team’s ability to come from behind, give up a
lead etc. This data has allowed for more in-play trading to take
place.

From the Trading Desk: “cautious, circumspect, conservative”

For the period reviewed we employed the 3 Cs as the cornerstone of
our strategy. We were cautious, circumspect and conservative.

With the season beginning on October 12th the pre-season strategy
was to be very selective in our trades through to the end of
November. By this time over 300 games would have been
completed with most sides having played enough games to provide
sufficient new season data for our trending and performance
analysis.

During October and November, we traded on only 130 matches.
Furthermore, our conservative staking strategy meant that turnover
was less than 30% of what we can expect moving forward.

The December schedule was significantly hit by Covid with over 90
games being postponed. As a result, we were only able to trade 45
games for the month, less than what we traded in October. Hence
our turnover was suppressed, as was our return.

The positive aspect to the Covid shenanigans of December was that
it allowed us to continue to optimise our adaptive staking model.
The purpose of this model, developed over summer, was to adapt
the staking and the investments in accordance with market strength
trends. As those who invested in Fund 1 may recall, the market had
a very strong year and as such it was tough to beat consistently.
Consequently, generating consistent, positive returns proved
problematic.

Effectively, the heart of the model output is a qualification of a
match as being high risk if we were to oppose the market. The
overlaying of this information against that produced by the
algorithm means we can avoid unnecessary losses where we oppose
the market during one of its “hot streaks”.

NHL Fund DJIA NASDAQ100 HFRX

Oct- Dec Return (%) +2.80 +3.17 +6.11 +0.06

Year-to-date  (YTD) +2.80 +3.17 +6.11 +0.06

TABLE 1: Results YTD

Figure 1 above summarises the trade types used by the Fund thus
far. Over the page is a brief description of each trade type and
commentary around when it may be used.

For those that were in the Fund last season, you will remember
that our trades were almost exclusively one directional ie. An
investment on a side to win. With access to new data we are now
able to employ multiple in play strategies as a means to
opportunistically take advantage of a market inefficiency, or as
more commonly seen, take profit or reduce liability. Moving
forward, as our trades become more frequent, and the
investment size increases, the ability to trade in-play will become
even more important in the execution of our strategy.
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FIGURE 1: Trade Types YTD



Trade Types (continued)

WIN (37%) – these are matches where we have taken a position
for a team to win and have let the trade run to expiry. Typically,
our favoured side has taken an early two-goal or more lead and
we monitor the match to gauge if any other trading is required. If
our favoured team continues to dominate and are more than a
goal in front, then we will let the trade run to expiry.

PARTIALLY HEDGED (36%) – typically, this trade is made when we
have a low probability favourite (say 55%) and they score early to
take the lead in a game. In such an instance we will “buy” some
insurance by trading on the other team, locking in some profit
and/or reducing some liability. This trade is also used when we
head to the third period and our side is only leading by a solitary
goal. One can buy insurance at this stage against a late equalizer
quite cheaply. It makes the final frenetic minutes of a match
much more enjoyable when there is no liability!!

LOSS (19%) – typically our favoured side has conceded multiple
goals early and are chasing the match. Whilst one can still hedge
in these matches by backing the side originally opposed, the cost,
and hence the risk associated with such a trade is not viable. In
these games we just have to grin and bear it.

FULLY HEDGED (7%) – this trade is an extension of Partially
Hedged. Where the game outcome remains unknown heading
deep into the final period, we ”balance the book” such that all
outcomes have equal profitability.

SCRATCH (1%) – or arbitrage is a simple trade where we look to
take advantage of market movements prior to face off, or just
after the puck drops. It is a means to generate risk free profits in
a very short amount of time. As the market grows these types of
trades will become more prevalent, and with it profitable.
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January and Beyond

January through March will be high trading season for the Fund.
We will look to increase the number of trades made by the Fund
by 20% whilst doubling the trade size.

This increase in turnover should lead to an increase in ROI for the
Fund over the coming months.
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